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ABSTRACT 

This paper  is about the concept of network security. It describe how the wi-fi is different from the old days. What 

kind of aspects are there in configuration of wi-fi  to prevent its mishandling. This paper  illustrate the major 

problems that could be become more general in future and a solution of it as well. it also highlight to those areas 

which are most vulnerable after coming on to the same network. it also provides the information about how to set up 

inbuilt firewall. 
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INTRODUCTION 

1 First of all I will tell you about what is router ? 

 A router is a device that forwards data packets between computer  networks, creating an overlay internet work. A 

router is connected to two or more data lines from different networks. When a data packet comes in one of the lines, 

the router reads the address information in the packet to determine its ultimate destination. Then using information 

in its routing table or routing policy, it directs the packet to the next network on its journey. Routers perform the 

"traffic directing" functions on the Internet. A data packet is typically forwarded from one router to another through 

the networks that constitute the internetwork until it reaches its destination node.  
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2 What is Wi-Fi ? 

Wi-Fi stands for Wireless Fidelity. Wi-Fi is based on the IEEE 802.11 family of standards and is primarily a local 

area networking (LAN) technology designed to provide in-building broadband coverage.Current Wi-Fi systems 

based on IEEE 802.11a/g support a peak physical-layer data rate of 54Mbps and typically provide indoor coverage 

over a distance of 100 feet.Wi-Fi has become the defacto standard for last feet broadband connectivity in homes, 

offices, and public hotspot locations. systems can typically provide a coverage range of only about 1,000 feet from 

the access point.Wi-Fi offers remarkably higher peak data rates than do 3G systems, primarily since it operates over 

a larger 20MHz bandwidth, but Wi-Fi systems are not designed to support high-speed mobility.One significant 

advantage of Wi-Fi over Wi MAX and 3G is the wide availability of terminal devices. A vast majority of laptops 

shipped today have a built-in Wi-Fi interface. Wi-Fi interfaces are now also being built into a variety of devices, 

including personal data assistants (PDAs), cordless phones, cellular phones, cameras, and media players. 

 

3 Working mechanism of Wi-Fi 

3.1 IEEE 802.11 wireless LANs use a media access control protocol called Carrier Sense Multiple Access with 

Collision Avoidance (CSMA/CA). While the name is similar to Ethernet's Carrier Sense Multiple Access with 

Collision Detection (CSMA/CD), the operating concept is totally different.Wi-Fi systems are half duplex shared 

media configurations, where all stations transmit and receive on the same radio channel. The fundamental problem 

this creates in a radio system is that a station cannot hear while it is sending, and hence it impossible to detect a 

collision. Because of this, the developers of the 802.11 specifications came up with a collision avoidance mechanism 

called the Distributed Control Function (DCF).According to DCF, A Wi-Fi station will transmit only if it thinks the 

channel is clear. All transmissions are acknowledged, so if a station does not receive an acknowledgement, it 

assumes a collision occurred and retries after a random waiting interval.The incidence of collisions will increase as 

the traffic increases or in situations where mobile stations cannot hear each other.There are plans to incorporate 

quality of service (QoS) capabilities in Wi-Fi with the adoption of the IEEE 802.11e standard. The 802.11e standard 

will include two operating modes, either of which can be used to improve service for voice: 

• Wi-Fi Multimedia Extensions (WME) - Mandatory. 

• Wi-Fi Scheduled Multimedia (WSM) - Optional. 

3.2 Wi-Fi Multimedia Extensions (WME) 

This uses a protocol called Enhanced Multimedia Distributed Control Access (EDCA), which is Extensions an 

enhanced version of the Distributed Control Function (DCF) defined in the original 802.11 MAC.The enhanced part 

is that EDCA will define eight levels of access priority to the shared wireless channel. Like the original DCF, the 

EDCA access is a contention-based protocol that employs a set of waiting intervals and back-off timers designed to 

avoid collisions. However, with DCF all stations use the same values and hence have the same priority for 

transmitting on the channel.With EDCA, each of the different access priorities is assigned a different range of 

waiting intervals and back-off counters. Transmissions with higher access priority are assigned shorter intervals. The 

standard also includes a packet-bursting mode that allows an access point or a mobile station to reserve the channel 

and send 3- to 5-packets in sequence. 

3.3Wi-Fi Scheduled Multimedia (WSM) 

True consistent delay services can be provided with the optional Wi-Fi Scheduled Multimedia (WSM). WSM 

operates like the little used Point Control Function (PCF) defined with the original 802.11 MAC.In WSM, the access 

point periodically broadcasts a control message that forces all stations to treat the channel as busy and not attempt to 

transmit. During that period, the access point polls each station that is defined for time sensitive service.To use the 

WSM option, devices must first send a traffic profile describing bandwidth, latency, and jitter requirements. If the 

access point does not have sufficient resources to meet the traffic profile, it will return a busy signal. 
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4. Evolution of wi-fi security 

Security has been one of the major deficiencies in Wi-Fi, though better encryption systems are now becoming 

available. Encryption is optional in Wi-Fi, and three different techniques have been defined. These techniques are 

given here: 

4.1 Wired Equivalent Privacy (WEP) 

An RC4-based 40-or 104-bit encryption with a static key. This key can be easily breakable with the help of some 

tools . 

4.2 Wi-Fi Protected Access (WPA) 

This is a new standard from the Wi-Fi Alliance that uses the 40 or 104-bit WEP key, but it changes the key on each 

packet. That changing key functionality is called the Temporal Key Integrity Protocol (TKIP). This can also be 

breakable but little tougher than W.E.P 

4.3 IEEE 802.11i/WPA2 

The IEEE is finalized the 802.11i standard, which is based on a far more robust encryption technique called the 

Advanced Encryption Standard. The Wi-Fi Alliance designate products that comply with the 802.11i standard as 

WPA2.However, implementing 802.11i requires a hardware upgrade. 

5 Basic Wireless Configuration and Security 

5.1 What is a Firewall and Why 

A firewall is the digital equivalent of a traffic cop that polices your network boundaries. It can be used to prevent 

traffic from entering and/or leaving the areas of your network.There are several different types of firewalls both 

hardware and software based. Your operating system may feature a software based firewall. The one inside your 

router is usually a hardware-based firewall. Firewalls can be an excellent method for preventing Internet-borne port-

based attacks. Firewalls can also prevent an infected computer inside your network from attacking other computers 

by preventing malicious traffic from leaving your network.Now that you know a little bit about the benefits of 

firewalls, consider checking to see if your wireless router offers a built-in firewall. The chances are good that the 

router you already own has a built-in firewall, as 8 out of 10 of the 10 Best Wireless Routers, according to PC 

Magazine, had firewalls listed as a feature. 

5.2 How to Check to check Built-in Firewall 
Open a browser window and log into your router's administrative console by typing in the routers IP address. Your 

router is likely to have what is known as a non-routable internal IP address such as 192.168.1.1 or 10.0.0.1 as it's 

address Below are some of the standard admin interface addresses used by some of the more common wireless 

router manufacturers. You may have to consult your specific router's manual for the correct address. The following 

list is some of the default IP addresses based on my research and might be accurate for your specific make or model: 

 

Linksys - 192.168.1.1 or 192.168.0.1 

DLink - 192.168.0.1 or 10.0.0.1 

Apple - 10.0.1.1 

ASUS - 192.168.1.1 

Buffalo - 192.168.11.1 

Netgear - 192.168.0.1 or 192.168.0.227 
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2. Look for a configuration page labeled "Security" or "Firewall". This indicates that your router has a built-in 

firewall as one of its features 

 5.3VPN Firewall FVS318N 

This quick start guide provides basic wireless configuration information for the ProSafe Wireless -N 8-Port Gigabit 

VPN Firewall FVS318N. For information about more complicated wireless features, and for complete configuration 

steps, see the Reference Manual. This quick start guide contains the following sections The default wireless settings 

should work well for most wireless networks, but you do need to configure the country of operation and wireless 

security. These are the default settings. 

Item Description 
Wireless radio Enabled 

Region Nonconfigurable; set for the region in which you 

purchased the wireless 

 
Country purchased the wireless VPN firewall. The default 

settings are : 

 

Africa. Algeria 

Asia. Azerbaijan 

Europe. Albania 

Middle East. Bahrain 

North America, Latin America, and The Caribbean. 

United states 

Oceania. Australia 

Operating frequency Nonconfigurable: Set at 2.4 GHz 

Default security profile default1 

Default network name (SSID) FVS318N_1 

Broadcast SSID Enabled 

Security Open 

Encryption None 

Authentication None 

Transmission rate Best
1 

Default transmit power Full 

802.11 wireless mode 802.11ng (this is the default for most countries) 

802.11b/g/n radio frequency channel Auto 

802.11n channel spacing 20 MHz 

Beacon interval 100 ms 

DTIM interval 2 
RTS threshold 2346 bytes 

Fragmentation threshold 2346 bytes 

Preamble mode Long 

Protection mode None 

Power save Disabled 
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6. CONCLUSION 
 

With the help of above paper I just aware how the user can protect his network in a better  way.It is very necessary 

to protect the wireless network because if a suspicious user comes in the network then he can steel all the 

confidential data, id and password also. Also th is only one way to decrease the vulnerability by just configuring the 

security of wireless technology. 
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